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The woods are lovely ,
dark and deep ,
But I have promises
to keep ,
And miles to go
before I sleep
And miles to go
before I sleep"
Frost
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The entire College Center was utilized from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. on Saturday, December 5, 1964, for a "Conflict Resolution"
workshop sponsored by the Newark State Student Leadership Program. Dr. Harvey Hornstein and Mr. David Johnson, of the Social
Psychology Department at Teachers College, Columbia University,
directed the one-day lab. The
program was financed through
a grant received by Dr. Horn- gotiate to solve a common probstein and Mr. Johnson.
lem.
Planned as a follow-up to the
REACTIONS TABULATED
Student Organization Leadership
During the day, students comConferences, the workshop was pleted several reaction forms.
open to interested students who At the conclusion of the workshop
had experienced a "T-Group." Dr. Hornstein uncovered numerMany participants of past NSC ous graphs showing data from
leadership conferences attended. the forms. In this way students
Several students from Dr. Good- saw meaningful similarities in
win Watson's Understanding Self "group morale" and "group
and Others classes also took problems." Assisting Dr. Hornadvantage of the program.
stein and Mr. Johnson were six
Students were divided into five staff members from the Social
groups which met throughout the Psychology Laboratory at CoCollege Center. All groups were lumbia: Barbara Benedict, Dale
presented with the same "prob- Lake, Roy Lewicki, Steve
lem," involving, among other Schiavo, Bill Smith, and Mimi
things, a community torn by civil Vanda.
rights demonstrations and a high
According to Diane Monaco,
drop-out rate in the school sys- a co-ordinator of the Leadertem. The groups developed ship Program on campus , "The
recommendations to solve the workshop was planned with Newdilemma. Each member of every ark state students in mind. Many
group then acted as a '' nego- of the discussions concerned
tiator" with a "foreign" group problem-solving decision makmember. 'The exercise showed ing, and interpersonal conflict
conflicts which arise when in student groups."
students involved in planning
"loyal" individuals attempt to
negotiate. These problems exist the program were Tom Coyle
'66, Marybeth Flannery '66, and
in time of war, among religious
groups, between labor and manBill Shiebler '65. Miss Betsy
agement, and throughout the Davison is adviser to the com~
world when individuals must nemittee.

College Plans
Christmas Party

G

s

Raths Stresses Future
at Stu. Org. Assembly

"As it was said of old and is now being said, 'where there is no vision, the people perish' ••• For several million years we merely wanted to live. Then we found we could 'live better.'". This "striving
for something better" was one of the main themes discussed by Dr. Louis Raths, Coordinator of curriculum and Instruction and Distinguished Service Professor at Newark State, at the first Student
Organization Assembly this year, held December 9 in the D' Angola Gymnasium.
Dr. Raths, !;!resenting the main address of the
assembly, divided his .speech into two major
topics - the events that have happened at Newark
State in the past year, and the role of the student
in future events.
LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM

The Service Professor began by stating that it
was "almost certainly true" that the curriculum
of Newark State will expand to a liberal arts program. Dr. Raths emphasized the need for a "fuilfledged, 128 credit liberal arts program" which
would enable Newark State to open its doors to
students oriented to professions other than teaching.
The speaker reported that faculty committees
and departments are presently at work to propose
electives at the freshman and sophomore levels
as well as the junior and senior levels.
'
NEW AUDITORIUM

Dr. Raths next discussed the physical changes
coming to our campUs, giving particular attention

Itotion.theHenewspoke
auditorium presently under construcof possible film, art, mUsic, and
dramatic festivals in the new building,
The speaker then directed his audience's attention to the "bright future" of our Special Education
Department. He mentioned grants already received
by this department and those curr ently being sought.
Dr. Raths next mentioned "the fine quality of the
Newark State faculty, asserting that higher salaries
are · necessary as the college expands. He also
stated the need for a broader public relations
operation.
(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)

I.F.S.C. Sets Dance
Theme As ''Ski Holiday''
"What promises to be the social event of the year on the Newark
state College campus" will take place on December 29, according
to Joe Hovance, President of the Inter Fraternity Sorority Council.
This is the date of "Ski Holiday," the I,F.S.C. ball, boasting
continuous entertainment by two big name groups.
It was announced by Norm
-----------Bregman, co-chairman of the and Gene O'Connor, publicity
I.F.s.c. dance committee, that committee heads, Manuel Barthe Walter Kross Sr. Band will bas, in charge of ticket sales
provide music for the evening. and Steve Wilczak, head of the
This group has performed decorations committee.
at Fores gate for Vice-Presidentelect Hubert Horatio Humphrey,
at the Hotel New Yorker and
has appeared many times in
Roseland.
The second group entertainThe All-College Christmas
ing is Walter Lesniak and his
Orchestra. They have performed Party will be held on Friday,
at the World's Fair and have December 18, from three till
appeared on the Ted Steele show. six p.m. in the Main Dining Hall,
Refreshments will be served, students, faculty, staff and their
consisting of cider, punch and families are cordially invited to
attend.
cakes.
Mr. Mason Niblack, Director
Tickets for the dance are available from any sorority or fra- of the College Center, informed
ternity member. According to the Independent that he has been
Norm Bregman, each organiza- working with the social committion has been assessed enough tee in an attempt to make this
tickets for 60% of its member- Christmas party "the best of all
ship. Since there are 800 Greeks the rest,"
Tom Coyle is acting as Master
the I.F.s.c. estimates that 480
of Ceremonies. The program will
tickets will be sold.
Joe Hovance stresses the fact include group singing, the apthat the responsiblityfor the suc- pearance of Newark State's Chatcess of the I.F.s.c. ballis placed ham Singers, and a Yule log
mainly on the sororities and fra- ceremony. Refreshments will be
ternities. This year for the first served and there will be, accordtime, freshmen will be permitted ing to Mr. Niblack, "goodies
for all from nine to ninety.''
to attend the ball.
The special attraction of the
The members of the I.F.s.c.
Dance Committee are Norm afternoon will be Santa Claus •••
Bregman and Cheryl Day, Co- (one of the faculty, Guess Who?? )
The Christmas Party will be
Chairman; Tom Urban, in charge
of entertainment, Arlene Pester the last event of the '64 season.
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Leadership Proqram
Has ''Conflict'' Workshop

N

Student Org . President congratulates Or Raths

Principal Oarte
Heard by A.C.E.-S.E.A.
Mr. Frank Darte led a discussion and answered
questions concerning the non-graded Campus School
at the ACE-SEA meeting on Thursday, December 10.
Mr. Darte, principal of the school since its opening in September, 1964, spoke on such topics
Chairman Tony Martino briefs Bill ~hiebler
as finance, staffing, parentteacher organization, buildings,
curriculum, relationship to Newark State College, and innovations in the school.
According
to
information
available on the Campus School,
The regional meeting of Na- dinator of N·. s.A., in charge of
the approximately 275 children,
ranging in age from 5-12 years tional Student Association was S.H.E. project, Under the direcold, are drawn from the local held at Newark State on Sunday, tion of Mr. Record and Barry
Metzger of Princeton Univercommunity on a non-selective December 6.
Representatives from Bloom- sity, research is being done on
basis, They attend the school
on the basis of residence in an field College, Douglass College, institutions of higher learning
area designated by the local Newark State, Trenton State, in the state, both private and
school board, just as they do any Princeton University, St. Eliza- public.
The research is being done so
other school in the community. beth's College for Women, and
Seton Hall University attended. that an evaluation of higher edBUILDINGS EXPLAINED
The Campus School is com- The three main topics of discus- ucation in the state may be made.
posed of four separate buildings sion centered around: the re- Barry Metzger stated that one
connected by covered walkways. search of Students for Higher goal of the research is an asTwo of the buildings are class- Education, (S.H.E.); Educational sessment of New Jersey's reroom clusters, each composed Travel Incorporated; U.S.N.S,A., sponsibility toward students. He
and the New Jersey Regional continued that the educational
of six clas-srooms.
The other two buildings house Leadership Conference to be held system should strive to give
a full sized gymnasium with on Sunday, December 13, at Seton "the greatest opportunity to the
greatest number of students.''
locker rooms, an additional play Hall University.
RECORD APPOINTED
Bill Clemens, of Bloomfield
room, an all-purpose room for
assemblies and dining__ room, a
Al Record, '66, Region Coor- State College, is in charge of
portable stage, music rooms, dinator S,H,E. Research, was research on private educational
(Continued on page 11, Col. 2)
( Con tinu ed on Page 11 , Co L. 3) recently appointed Region Coor-
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complishments. She is simply
assimilating the man's eccentriIt is often so.id that as a student approaches his gradcities which we feel are excusable
in the light of Mr. Fuller's genius •
uation date he becomes concerned only with his future.
She calls Mr. Fuller " a poor
All that which had been a part of his college years is
old man out oftimewithreality."
now cast aside although he is, in fact, still a member
This statement in itself in indicative of the fact that Miss
of the college community . Apathy seems to thrive among
by Bill Shi eble r
Prosk knows little or nothing
this group.
about
the
man.
Our
recent All-College AsHOLIDAY SPIRIT
If she proclaims to be both a
sembly brought us the message
In the past, many of the officers of the senior class To the Editor:
judge of other students' intelof a great man. He placed aspothave ref I ected this attitude" Their concerns have been
In the name of the library ligence, and of her own degree
light on the future of our college which makes me, as a stuprimar.ily social and personal,
staff, I would like to express of intelligence, why hasn't she
a word of public appreciation to made an attempt to explore the
dent, full of expectation and pride.
Last spr.ing after the election of the class officers, a Miss Ellen Merkel and her com- realms of Mr. Fuller's inno- His message showed us the many
mittee composed of members of vations? His thoughts cannot be far reaching plans which are now
fellow student stated to me that the responsibility of the Beta Delta Chi, Nu Delta Pi, categorized in one era. They are beginning to formulate before us.
senior class president is '·' beyond his class. " It seems Lambda Chi Rho, and the Senior an integral part of humanity. Dr. Raths' most important mesWe remain opinionated, s age was that a school is no
quite logical that after three years at the college it would Class for their efforts in preMiss Judy Errigo
better than its Student Body.
paring the Christmas decorations
not be appropriate for these indiv.iduals who have been in the library. Their marked
Miss Mary Finnegan
The students must be willing
Fine Arts Students
elected to positions of leadership to shrug the responsi- enthusiasm for this project plus '
to work and build with everyone
the colorful decorations themelse. There is no room for apathy
bility which has been placed upon them.
selves did much to add to the
in such a climate as Dr. Raths
SENIORS
envisions.
Last week two student leaders were commended for festive atmosphere associated
Due to the fact that the school
with this holiday season.
I would like to thank all pf
their concern for the total college commu11ity. One name
year is rapidly ending, action the members of the student body
Sincerely,
was completely missing - that of the senior class presiJoseph W. Rendell must be taken on the SENIOR who were in attandence at the
DINNER-DANCE. The Class of Assembly for without them it
College Librarian
dent.
1965 is a large class and thus
would certainly not have been
many problems are being en- the great success it was. It is
This year the senior class president, Tony Martino, 'CONTENTED CONSTABLE'
countered. The Dinner-Dance only with the support and help
has accepted this responsibility, and is attempting to
T, Stier, Director of Admissions will be held during the week of every student that men like
fulfil I the obl.igations of this elected position.
after graduation.
Dr. Raths and organizations like
Newark State College
Because of the difficulties that your student government will
Morris Avenue
have arisen it is necessary for ever achieve success in these
He is to be commended for his effortSo
Union, New Jersey
SENIORS to make tentative endeavors.
Dear Sir:
On Friday evening, November reservations. The purpose of
20, I had occasion to attend a these reservations will be to
,,Ji-. ➔]
function sponsored by the New estimate the number of people
Providence-Summit
Exchange attending the affair. If you make
Club at the Evergreen Lodge, tentative reservations it does
not mean that you have to atSpringfield, New Jersey.
Without doubt, one of the main tend, however those with tenAs we contemplate the wretched conditions of the world reasons the affair was such a suc- tative reservations will receive
by J oe Chrobak
which man has created, we are tempted to wr.ite a sequel cess, and such an enjoyable oc- firs t choice in May. To make
~~~
a tentative reservation, put your
casion,
was
the
presence
of
a
to our Thanksgiving editorial, But something inexplicable
Newark State College has the
large representation of students name on a slip of paper with
.inside us prevents us from agree.ing with Scrooge's "Bah! from Newark State College, par- the notice that you intend to opportunity of stepping into a
Humbug!" feeling. Somehow it just seems, we don't know, ticularly members of Sigma Beta attend the SENIOR Dinner- national leadership position. As
you know the SCATE Tutorial
" .inhuman" to strike a note of despair at Christmas time. Tau. Their participation, de- Dance, Put this in mailbox #630, Project is in its second year of
meanor, and spirit in general before Friday, Dec. 18 or mail
operation. The Tutorial Project
This .inexpLicable something and the feeling (of in- made a lie of all general criti- your name to the address below is not a new concept, Across
cism levied at our teenage youth before Jan. 1.
the country there are many such
humanity) is, of course, the personal manifestation of the and college students. I regret
Thank you,
Senior Class President programs, many of them are
Chr.istmas Spirit which annually pervades mankind, or a that my pre-teen children were
much more successful in reTony Martino,
significant portion of it. A ray of hope shines through the not present to witness the wholegards to student participation,
some conviviality displayed by
351 Summer Avenue
numbers of school children being
darkness, much as the North Star shone in the sky more these wonderful collegians. You
Newark, New Jersey
tutored, financial conditions and
and the entire administrative
than 1900 years ago.
over all sophistication. However
staff and faculty should be proud
the program here at Newark
Reflecting this ray of hope, we cannot help but heartily of this public relations gambit
State is unique in that the opperpetrated
by
these
young
peowish everyone, everywhere, a very Merry Christmas and a
portunities which are there for
ple, unknowingly.
prosperous New Year.
the taking, are not present elseDuring the eighteen years that
where.
I have been engaged in this field
D. J. K. of endeavor I have always chamIn recent years there has been
by Chomp s
a great deal of interest shown by
pioned the cause of our youth,
Under the capable direction of the Federal, State, and Local
and Friday, my stand was more
Editor's Note: The INDEPENDENT will be published during
Mr. Lawrence Davidson, the governments concerning urban
than
justified.
the months of January and February. Many of the editors
Should ever there be a need Newark State College Opera Guild education. Great sums of money
will be off campus for student teaching. Any underclassmen
for my services kindly feel free presented Gilbert and Sullivan's have been allocated, and there
wishing to work on the newspaper during the coming year,
to call upon me at your con- "Patience" on Wednesday, De- is more where it came from.
should contact the office at any time.
Colleges and universities offer
venience. It would be a pleasure cember 9, in the Little Theater.
Played before an appreciative teacher preparation courses in
to assist you.
Respectfully yours, audience, Miss Marcia Peterson sociology, psychology, and guidance for the "culturally disadas Patience, Mr. Barry Weiss as
Carl
H, Ennis
<i'Ji7
the "Fleshy Poet," Reginald vantaged.'' There are special
Chief of Police
Editor's Note: This letter was Buxthrone and Mr. George Kel- programs similar to Newark
submitted by Mr. Stier for pub- ley as the charming Archibald State's "Newark Project.'' Much
is being done to encourage teachGrosvenor, delighed the onlooklication in the Independent.
ers with their poise and talent. ers to work in the disadvantaged
Th e opinions e xp ressed
zn ·sign ed column s of thi s
Margaret Fuchs as The Lady areas of our great cities. There
FOUL FOOD FOLLY
newsp ap er do_ not n ece s s arily refl ect th e opinions of th e
Jane, Claire Denman as The is obvious evidence that much
Lady Sapphir, and Roslyn Has- has been done across the counedztors . No r zs any thing print ed in thi s n ewspap er unl ess
To the Editor:
dzre ctly no t ed as s uch, to be taken as o ffi c ial poli c y or
Once again we were forced by piel as The Lady Angela showed try in this field. More important
opinion of th e college.
circumstances to eat in a verita- surprising range in their brief however, is the fact that much
more will be done in the future.
ble pig sty--the main dininghall. solos.
Much interest and attention
In the opening scene twenty
Editor-in-Chief
Due to our schedule we eat lunch
Paul Minarchenko
at 1:00. It is virtually impossible lovesick maidens captured the is being focused on urban eduManaging Editor
Don Kulick
to locate a table which is not audience with a pleading appeal c ation and the important role
News Editors
Thomas Coyle - Mary Roche
piled mountain high with debris. to their idol, Reginald Bunthorne. that college students have asFeature Editors
Albert Record - Judith Mathews
We do not have plans to spend The initial chorus was highlighted sumed in this field i.e. the tuSports Editors
William Gargiles - Steven Wil czak
and student
our lunch hour clearing the mess by the efforts of Miss Haspiel torial projects
Art Editor
David O'Rei Ily
who easily qualifies for further sponsored Human Relations Proof others.
Copy Editors
grams.
Barbara Babcock - Sharon Robe rts
It is a sorry state of affairs recognition by the Guild offiBut ••• practically no research
Public Relations
Grace Rapp
when adults--educated adults -- cials. Miss Denman, a freshBusiness Manager
Joel Spector • cannot be bothered to clean away man, shared the spotlight with has been undertaken in this field.
Circulation Manager
Luisa Guerrero I their tables when finished eating! her cohort and deserves equal Educators do not know why tutorial projects are successful,
Certainly they will not mind when recognition.
Adve rtising Di rector
Dorina Kelleher
The most appealing character or if they really are successful.
I
their
students
fail
to
clean
up
Advisor
Mr. James B. Day
in the opera by far was Mr . Or, of what significance is the
after themselves !? !
Must we resort to monitors Weiss , however, as he portrayed relationship established between
STAFF
the middle class college tutor and
Janice Adler
Jody Farrell
Jackie Kirk I in the dining hall to make sure the part of Reginald with an ex- the
lower class tutee. Or how
that the students clear a way their treme amount of personal interSusan DeFranci sea
Terry Gionfredo
Bobbi Kowal ski
-est, which did not fail to reach the friendship between the coltables?
Winnie Dolinich
Barbara Green
Vito Tamburello
the attention of the audience. lege student and pupil affects
Since rely,
Carol Jaczina
Timlynn Babitsky
Peter Pearce
A newcomer to the Guild, MI. the academic achievement of the
Ellen Farkas
Mary Antonakos
Kathy Swiatek Weiss is presently a music ma- pupil, or does it? And if it
does, how and why? Does the
( Co ntinu e d Page 11, Co l . 1)
CONTRIBUTORS
college student, who is in most
REBUTTAL
cases, working with minority
Richard Davidson - Roseann Quinn - Jo Fi scher - Norm Bregman
■
■
group youngsters change his
To
the
Editor:
Sympathies are extended
Miss Sandy Orletsky - John Birado - Ruth Sturtevent - Nancy Stofik
ideas about the people he is workThis is in reference to the
to
the
famil
y
and
friends
Chris Starbala - John Gluck - Barbara Einhorn - Tanya Jenkins
ing with? If he does, how and
letter written by Miss Vivian
of
Madelyn
Dee
Bailin,
who
Joe Hovance - Ernest Whitworth - Anita Di amond - Ed Coyle - Joe
why? These questions and many
in criticism of both Mr . R. Buckpassed away on December
others have to be answered.
Chrobak - Greg Mackey - Stephen Pil ar - Dave Rowland.s - Jeff
mihster Fuller and Mr. E. Austin
8, Madelyn was a sophoThis is where Newark State
Goodwin's praise ofhim. We conGreenfield - Carol Viti ello - Chukwuemeka Manuwiuke - Linda
more at Newark state who
College comes into the national
cede that Miss Prosk is entitled
resided in Union. She
Feldman - Marybeth Fl annery - Carol Saperstein - Mike Lussen
leadership picture. With the supto her own narrow opinion. Howleaves behind her mother,
Jackie Kirk - Fred Marks - Sharon Young - Marilyn Ambrose
port of Student Council, the colever, in regarding Mr. Fuller's
father, and s ister, Karen.
lege administration and tl,le stu"'/ii\:/ii\i::::/=:::;::t::::::::,
;
::::::::?:;:i:::::::::,:,
:
::::,
:
,
:
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oratorical
structure
as
conceit,
•·
, Miss Prosk is overlooking the
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(Cont,inued on Page 4, Col.
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Happy Birthday

Season JG Vrectiugs ,

Thanksgiving runs into Christmas and the holiday season arrives
with a bang. The stimulation and flurry of the first snowfall, the
last few shopping days before Christmas, and the nervous excitement of completing one's assigned tasks and at the same time
preparing for a gala holiday season leave most of us in a state
of pleasant confusion.
As the year again reaches this climax I should kike to send a
greeting to all, a greeting which will in no way retard the festive
mood yet one which inescapably combines some of the feelings
of Thanksgiving with those of celebration at the Christmas season.
A calmer contemplation of where we are - in the world, in space,
in time - as 1964 s\\-tngs to a close, gives us reason for a great
feeling of involvement. We have sent a camera into space to televise Mars next summer; we are working desperately to make the
United Nations work as an effective instrument in creating and
maintaining conditions for world peace. We are making great
strides toward putting our house in order in the United States,
trying to make reality of those things expressed so eloquently
more than one hundred fifty years ago in our Constitution.
It is a time of change, of movement, and of decision. Each one
of us should feel greetings coming from some cosmic mountaintop but at the same time should achieve a serenity such as that
which comes from sitting before an open fire on a snowy winter's
evening.
Eugene G. Wilkins
President,
Newark State College

As we pause halfway through our academic year for these joyous
holidays there are several things which I believe we must think
about. Thanks should be given for the opportunity to be part of a
great educational process--in times that are changing so rapidly
that few dare to question where they are--or where they are
going. We must be thankful for the bright future which life seems
to hold for us: the things, people, and events which surround us.
I am personally thankful and privileged to be a fellow student
among a vital, growing group of young people at Newark State.
We must never forget our good fortune and the responsibilities
that come with it. We must look into the future with expectation and
a willingness to think and offer ourselves for a better world for
all men.
Thank you,
William N. Shiebler
President, student
Organization

by

Jo Fi s ch er

Christmas is the time of the
year when he spread joy and cheer
to everyone, and it's the time of
year when the idea of giving is
stronger than the idea of getting,
but it's the only ti.m e of the year
when this is so. I don't know why
people need an excuse to be nice
to one another, but it seems that
they do, and they certainly have
no qualms about usingChristmas
as an excuse.
While I'm on the subject of the
mistreatment of Christmas, I
must not forget the fact that
Christmas is too commercialized. Today Christmas toys and
gifts are being advertized as
early as the middle of November! Kids today, and grown-ups
too, are forgetting the meaning
and the sacredness of Christmas. This is a darn shame!
Christmas is Christ's birthday,
and instead of worrying about
what we give each other, I feel
that we should give something to
Christ. After all, it's Christ's
birthday; not ours. Let's "keep
Christ in Christmas.''

OneofHumanity
His religious is non-sectarian
His church is the world he lives
in
His Bible is his conscious self
His altar is everyplace he dwells
His preacher is humanity
His communion is the new day
His penance is each stumble he
takes
His reward is his present breath
Yet, his God is your God.
Alma Mari e Sinical

i~.ll:Si---~-~~~1

I -GreetingsI To Our College Family:

I

With the holiday season n
and the approach of the new ill
year it is a time to reassess ourselves particularly in terms of what we
have done for our fellow
man. Let us renew our efforts so that we may contribute in our own way
toward a better world for
all.
Newark Stage College
!I
Faculty Association

I

of (tI~anuka
by Carol Vitiello
Very often we hear people refer to Chanuka as the "Jewish
Christmas," and the Christmas tree is sometimes called the
"Chanuka bush." Although Chanuka is celebrated around Christmas time, the two holidays are not related in any way.
Chanuka, or the Feast of Lights, commemorates the Israelites
victory for religious freedom, not the winning of a battle. The
Jews who fought with the Maccabees against the Syrian army were
proud of their heritage, and they wanted to continue to worship
God in their traditional way. Therefore, we should consider the
spiritual aspects of this event before celebrating a holiday for
which there was so much bloodshed.
As we kindle the candles in the menorah, we remember the
martyrs who have died. We hope for a brighter and peaceful future
for all men. We're thankful for our religious liberty which enables
us to study the Talmud. And we look forward to the day when all
men will be free.
Chanuka was a military triumph, but more important, it was
the preservation of Judaism. It was the preservation of not just
a religion, but of a way of life.

~~~~

(tiqr ~fort! of <1Iqristmas
And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree
from Caesar Augustus, that all the world should be taxed, (And
this taxing was first made when Cyrenius was governor of Syria.)
All went to be taxed, everyone to his own city. And Joseph also
went up from Galilee, out of the city of Nazareth, into Judas, unto
the city of David, which is called Bethlehem; (because he was of
the house and lineage of David:) to be taxed with Mary, his spoused
wife, being great with child. And so it was that, while they were
there, the days were accomplished , that she should be delivered.
And she brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him in
swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there was
no room for them in the inn.
And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in their
field, keeping watch over their flock by night. And, lo, the angel
of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of God shone round
about them: and they were sore afraid. And the angel said unto
them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great
joy, which shall be to all people.
For unto you is born this day in the city of David, a Saviour,
which is Christ the Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you; Ye
shall find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger.
And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly
host praising God, and saying, Glory to God in the highest, and on
earth peace, good will toward men.
And it came to pass, as these angels were gone away from them
into heaven, the shepherds said one to another, Let us now go even
unto Bethlehem and see this thing which is come to pass, which
the Lord hath made known to us. And they came with haste, and
found Mary, Joseph, and the babe lying in a manger. And when
they had seen it, they made known abroad the saying which was
told them concerning this child. And all that they heard it wondered
at those things which were told them by the shepherds. But Mary
kept all these things, and pondered them in their heart. And the
shepherd returned, glorifying and praising God for all the things
that they had heard and seen, and it was told unto them.
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Subject :man
by J e ff Greenfie ld
Collegiat e Press ·s ervice
Good morning, class. Today's
lecture concerns man -- classified as homo sapien absurdis.
Physical characteristics of
this unfortunate mutation of a
relatively straightforward primate type are utterly laughable.
His means of locomotion forces
him to move by awkwardly shifting his entire weight onto a small,
flat object at the lower extreme
of his body and then shifting
back to another such slab, thus
pushing himself forward. Further, evolution has robbed him
of the advantage of his early
predecessor: a tail, from which
he might provitably have swung
to and fro from vines, branches,
and man-made poles.
Man uses only two of his four
appendages. He stands upright,
thus making himself an easy target for any hostile member of
his tribe. He must stand rigid
to apportion the weight properly;
this places an unbelievable burden on the spinal cord, causing
many humans to live every waking moment in excrutiating pain.
Indeed, the expression, "Oh, my
aching back," has become a common folk idiom.
This creature requires a huge
amount of fuel to provide him with
energy, because he is a prodigious waster of such energy. He
cannot take sustenance directly
from the rays of his star. He is
thus forced to have built in him
an energy canal about six times
his own length.
He must spend about one-sixth
of his time fueling himself; a
chore which he approaches with
no little delight. When he is able
to, he will invariably over-fuel

by Chukwuemek a Manuwu ik e
Christmas comes but once a year. And here it is again; but long
before the dial points 25, they will have started. No one likes to be
late in this respect: "I will buy her a watch for Christmas. She
will love a new necklace! A pipe is an ideal present for Dad!
Give books this Christmas!" Curiously enough, as the tempo swings
nearer and nearer to 25, stores will be jammed with honest men,
thieves, puzzled lovers, and harrased parents. They are all thinking of one thing--how to make this Christmas more enjoyable for
someone, somehow. The storekeeper for his part is thinking of
how to make Christmas more profitable. He wishes that his shop
could remain open for 24 hours a day, from the 19th right to the
24th, so that he clears away every line of article.
Right! all these wishes are genuine; but is there hardly any of
these people who is thinking of the Christmas spirit?--The spirit
of good will and peace among people. How many times have we
heard the polfce report: "There were comparatively few accidents
over the Christmas Period.'' Over the last Thanksgiving weekend,
at least 400 people lost their lives as a result of accidents. How
many of us are going to survive this Christmas? We have come to
take it for granted that all people will behave without inhibition
during Christmas, whether they are at the wheel of a car, or wielding an empty bottle on a dance floor. Yes, inhibition; because in
this strange mad world of ours, we are in reality vandals, hooligans
and brutes; destroyers of one another's liberty in the frantic pursuit'
of our own.
But then what is Christmas? Is it a time for giving and merry
making, reconciling and loving? Categorically, "Yes!" Not just
good will given indiscriminately, remembering the biblical quotation that "the person who loves his neighbour has done all that
the law demands.'' Romans 13:8. Now, can you boldly stand before
your conscience and plead: "Not Guilty, of hate?" Can you honestly
say with yourself that from this Christmas on, you are going to
make peace with all your enemies? If you cannot humanize your
conscience to do this, what is the need for camouflaging happiness,
grinning without mirth? For, what is Christmas other than:
Let glory in the highest
Be given Lord to Thee-On earth with men of good will
Let peace for ever be. (to misquote Westminster Hymnal)
Excuse me, I did not mean to interrupt that shopping spree, that
distribution of cards. On with it! Everyone does it. I remember
'one Christmas I decided not to send out a single card. By the 19th,
I had already received 47 cards. On the 21st, I suddenly discovered
that if I did not buy my cards, it would be too late. so, I went
straight ahead and bought five dozen cards.
A thief broke into a bank at Christmas time, and after .carefully
robbing the money, he made his way to the Post Office, and brought
out three Christmas stockings and filled each with cash. In the
first one, he inserted a slip: "To the Blind Centre.'' In the second
one: "To the Veteran Hospital," and in thi;i last one: "To the Orphanage." Believe me, he left the bank, or rather, the Post Office
without a penny in his pocket. Apparently, this was a good act,
you might say; but it was a wrong step in the right direction. There,
the Christmas spirit seems to live strongest in the wrong social
set.
Yet in men of goodwill this spirit is always to be found.
Tw~ years ago, a friend of mine sent a Christmas card to President de Gaulle of France. He awaited hopefully to see whether he
would get a reply. Would the President ignore him? Long before the
New Year, a card: POUR LA NOEL ET LE NOUVEL AN, came
from de Gaulle addressed to this young man. Last year, I sent
a Christmas greetings to Governor Wallace of Alabama; but even
now, I have not discounted hopes that he will reciprocate my
overture.
One may ask: But why must we all wait until Christmas before
showing good will to our neighbors? The answer is that a little good will
is better than none.
Christmas has become so commercial, and yet we feel strongly
about it, we unzip our wallets. Incidentally, men behind the counters
use every artifice in their armoury to lure us and dip into those
wallets, and often beyond. The anomaly of the whole thing is that,
soon after Christmas, when you have spent all your money, they
announce the-End-of-the-Year Sale. Do not forget this. If your
boss is insisting that he must pay you on the 23rd of this month,
tell him that you do not want your money until the 29th, Tuesday.
And by this time, the sales will be on. Then, with the same amount
of money, you can purchase twice as many things as you would
a few days earlier.
But, who wants to be buying things when no one else is interested?
You see, it is very easy to advise you on how to make the best use
of your salary--that is, if you want to be a bit wiser this time.
However, I have forgotten that Christmas time is for sentiment
not wisdom.
So after all the disasters and the turbulent events of 1963,
the 'street fracas, and the politicking of '64, we should rejoice
this month as we look forward to 1965, Next Christmas may be
totally different from this. More commercial, perhaps; but certainly
for all Americans, it will be something else. It will, I hope, usher
in a new social era--of good will, love, peace, and aplenty, which
are prerequisites to the Great Nation everyone envisions.
himself, thus requiring more
time spent in disposing of the
waste, and in removing from his
body the evidences of his gluttony. such men are called successful, because more than half
of this tribe go undernourished,
and many often die because of
lack of fuel.
If one has the slightest doubt
as to man's inherent absence of
rationality, he need only study
the fact that those who suffer from
excess fuel and those who suffer
from insufficient fuel would in the
most developed part of the world
regard a suggestion to divide the
fuel as immoral and shocking.
Of all the many foibles of Man,
none can match those which surround the process of reproduction. Virtually all of his thoughts,
his actions, his movements, his
motivations -- indeed, his whole
purpose for existing -- focuses
upon his insatiable, unquenchable

desire to participate in the act
of reproduction. Naturally, such
conduct is inherently evil by the
terms of his own code!
Physically, there seems little
to recommend the act. It is
typically inefficient and burdensome. The organs are placed so
as to require a maximum of effort and energy. The actlasts but
a particle of a moment, and seems
to dis able the participant from
productive activity for a goodly
length of time. The results take
ages to produce, and often the
result of the act is assiduously
and methodically prevented.
Reproduction is the topic of
incessant discussion and debate.
Books are written by the thousands about it; sometimes in
minute, clinical detail. Sometimes these books are barred
from public view; the authorities
apparently believe that the public
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)
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MEN!
FULL TIME
WANTED:

PART TIME

ANY TIME

CAMPUS POL.ICEMEN

THE THRIVlNG MIDDLE ATLANTIC
COLLEGIATE PARKING COMPANY
needs your unexplainable lack of intell.igence for use .in
emergency situations when explanation is unnecessary.
A limited number of openings are now available at our comfortable,
spacious, all metal office adjacent to our sub-metropolitan, western
New 'Jersey area lot.
You will be trained in the art of making enemies plus EXTRA$$$$
by congeniel, experienced, pre-psychoanalytic administrators.

WORK ON PROLIFIC COMM.ISS.ION B·ASIS - no draw

$ . 25 for each verbal warning (pre-arranged script)
$ .50 for each to fi II out citation issued
$1.00 for the nabbing of each three-time loser (list of vulnerable
suckers prov.ided) whose name is traced through Motor
Vehicles Division in state cap.ital, accused, tr.ied, and
found guilty.
$1.50 for each consistent violator expell~d from our area (in lots
of three)
$3.00 for each violator on our black l.ist which justif.ies a towing
circumstance (in lots of one - which is enough)

SCATE REPORTS

PART TIME WORK ---- 40 HOURS PER WEEK
ABSOLUTELY NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Minimum of 36 semester hours of "F" average required
HURRY - C.IRCUM'ST'ANCE'S M'A Y NOT BE ·AV'AILABLE AG'AIN:
WITHOUT COMPE'TENT ·AID OF YOUR CALIBER, OUR SYSTEM MAY
BE FORCED TO YIELD TO RESTLESS CUSTOMER'S -- ye gads!

''Life Is A Colorful Carousel" *
Interred tn a boundless void
Carousel, spin yourself into oblivion
Blind, painted creatures feverishly intend upon being where they
were, and going where they are.
Spin and whirl, rush about madly, madly into the wild thundering
crescendo of tortured air.
Grotesque convulsing shadows are dashed upon the walls
Steel teeth, voracious, eat each other with insatiable hunger
Around and round, fill silence with sound
Brighter and bright, fill darkness with light
Around and round, never slowed, never stopped
No one can get on - or off.
P. Edward Froli ch

Queen to
be Chosen
by Barbara Green

The fourth annual Inter-Fraternity-Sorority Council Queen
Contest will take place during
"Ski Holiday," thel.F.s.c. ball,
on Tuesday, December 29.
According to Joseph Hovance,
president of LF.s.c. and chairman of the Queen Contest committee, there will be seventeen
contenders for the crown, one
representative from each sorority and fraternity on campus.
From these contestants, will be
chosen the queen and two runners-up.
The criteria for judging is
based on a 100 point-system,
as follows: 25 points for beauty,
and equal amounts for dress and
personality; 15 points for etiquette and 10 for charm; the
girls must also be in good academic standing.
The eight judges of the contest will be faculty members.
They are Mr. Robert Bloomfield, Mr. James Day, Dr. James
Dorsey, Dr. John Hutchinson,
Mr. Mason Niblak, Dr. Irene
Reifsnyder, Mr. John Wagner,
and Dr. Edward Zoll.
The I.F.s.c. queen will reigh
over Newark State's first Greek
Weekend and all I.F.s.c. functions for an entire year.
Any sorority or fraternity en-

(Continued from Page 2)
dents and faculty, this college
can undertake the vital research
program that is sorely needed
in this area.
Educators and scientists of
national prominence could be
invited to conferences and research projects on this campus.
Training programs for students
could be initiated. Workshops
and study programs with participants from other colleges and
universities could be instituted.
As of this writing contacts are
being made with students and
faculty from Princeton, Temple,
Penn. state, Rutgers, and Trenton state. Their reactions are
favorable. The student body of
Newark State College can put
this college in the National
Leadership role.
With the above thoughts in
mind the student Committee for
Advancement Through Education
(S.C.A. T.E.) is asking for your
support.

Carnival Time
A spokesman for the 1965 Carnival Committee has announced
the possibility of holding the
Carnival on Homecoming Weekend, May 1 and 2. Initial approval of this plan was given by an
Alumni-F a cu 1t y
committee.
Another meeting has been scheduled in January to discuss tenta-·
tive plans. If this possibility is
realized, it will be the first time
such an endeavor has been
attempted at Newark State College,

SUBJECT : MAN

(Continued from Page 3)
should not be allowed to read
about the only thing in their lives
that interests them.
(lt should be pointed out that
not all of the books are banned.
As far as we have been able to
determine, those books in a hard
cover are moral -- those in a
soft cover are evil. We have as
yet been able to find any anthropomorphic significance, except
that hard cover books involve a
greater sacrifice of that which
tering a contestant was required Man worships above . all else,)
to donate $5.00 to LF,S,C, for
The young are rarely told about
the winner's trophy and a gift this act, despite the fact that
for each of the contenders.
were they left in total ignorance
The following contestants have the race would die out combeen entered by these organiza- pletely. They are informed by
tions:
the most efficient underground
Ilene Sobel - Delta Sigma Pi; information receiving system exLinda Rizzo - Kappa Epsilon; tant; and by a moderately adAlyce Toffey - Omega Pi; Jean vanced age they are enthusiasCiccone - Alpha Theta Pi; Marie tically practicing the act. This
Galasso - Sigma Theta Chi; Mary is called Sin. A short time later
Ann Stiso - Lambda Chi Rho; they are told that it is all right;
Karen Hartman - Sigma Beta a great many people are there to
Chi; Carol Bartz - Rho Theta witness the granting of the ReTau; Gerry Hutchinson - Sigma production License, and old
Beta Tau; Juanita Megaro - Nu mythic spirits are invoked. The
Sigma Tau; Patt Carney - Nu act is no longer Sin: it is now
Delta Pi; Carol Brooks - Pi Eta God's will,
Sigma; Bernadette Wetzel - Chi
Well, I see our time has run
Delta; Judy O'Donnell - Nu Theta out. I had not intended to devote
Chi; Carole Pietrzak - Nu Sigma a whole class to this species,
Phi; Helen Sniezek- Sigma Kappa and I trust next time there will
Phi; Carole Flatley - Beta Delta be something more worth while
Chi,
to occupy us, •• Dismissed.
The committee in charge of the
(Copyright 1964, USSPA)
1964-65 Queen Contest is composed of Joe Hovance, Frank Te- '·/ /,
L,:
desco and Norm Bregman.
Photographs of the Greek contestants will be on display in the
College Center showcase.

· ·"'

Season's

Greetings

from The

Ah -

so sweet ,

EXAMS ARE OVER!!! !!
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BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE
1965
1965

1965

JANUARY
MON.

SUN.

WED.

TUES.

FRI.

THURS.

SAT.
1

NEW YEAR'S DAY

[D]

M
3

w

~

UJ
4

5

@

UJ

BB - Rutgers So. Jersey
6:30 - (H)

7

6

2

8

9

Classes Re sume

W - Trenton State
I :30 P. M . - ( A)
BB - Montclai r Sta le
6:30 - (H)

10

BB - Trenton State
6:30 - (A)

A lumni Exec. Bd. 7 P. M.

12

11

BB - Jersey City State
8 P. M. - (A)

14

13

BB - Glassboro State
7 P. M . - (H)

17

18

15

16

BB - D. of C. Tchrs. Coll.
8 P. M. - (H)

19

20

21

22

23

29

30

FROS H & SO PH EXAM S

Alumni Council 6 P. M.

~

25
Seniors . Registrat ion

26

(Semester Ends)

28

27

J uniors • Registration

BB - N . Y. Inst. of Tech.
8 P. M . - (H )

31

.

-

Text Books

-

- Paperbacks 196 5
SUN.

FEBRUARY
MON.

TUES.

WED.

1

1965
THURS.

2

FRI.

3

SAT.

4

5

6

12

13

C!asses Resum e

W - Monmouth Co ll.
7 P. M. - (A)
BB· - Paterson State
6:30 - (A)

7

Alumni Exec . Bd . .
7 P. M.

8

88 - Shelton Col i.
6:30 - (A)

9

10

11

LINCOL N 'S BI RTH DAY

BB - Montclair State
6:30 - (A)
W - Trenton State
7 P. M . - (H)

CCB - Seminar

14

15

VALE NTI N E'S DAY

16

BB - Cheney State
6:30 - (H)

21

BB - Jersey City State
7:00 - (H)

17

18

BB - Glassboro State
6:30 - (A)

22

23

WASHINGTON'S B' DAY
~

24

19

BB - Trenton State
6:30 - (H)

25

W - M on tclair State
12 Noon - (A)

26

Assembly

BB - Shelton Co !I .
7 P. M .. (H)

20

BB · B c ornfield Coll.
6: 30 - (H)

28

Serving All Your Needs

27
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JANUARY
The beginning of 1964 brought
New Year's resolutions galore,
The first meetings concerning
a revamping of the entire General
Elementary Curriculum were
held . People are STILL meeting • ••

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

tics" activities which provided
ample opportunity for N.S.C.'s
females to become eligible to
enter the "slim-waistline" competition of our own country. . •

mailbox" was
winning slogan.

Mr. Shiebler's

Elected to the office of social
directors -- oops! -- class presidents, were two-time winner
Tony Martino '65, Rich ("I shall
return") Meimin '66, and John
Furman, who ran on a platform
of "deficit spending" • ••

Students at NSC were able to
read about President DeGaulle's
recognition of Red China in newspapers and magazines purchased
at the Information Services Desk
which began operations in February.•.

The LF.s.c. t lected Joe Ho·Vance as its head. One of Mr.
Hovance's first official duties
was to proudly display I.F .s. C.
stationery ordered (? ) from the
Bookstore •••

With juniors - and seniors "out
in the field," Newark State's
facilities were utilized by the
numbers for which they were originally designed. Freshmen and
sophomores found seats in the
snack bar, cafeteria, library -and rest (? ) rooms .••

Academic Freedom?

Alan Lomax, acknowledged as
the foremost collector of folk
songs in the world, presented a
' free concert in the Little Theater on March 16 •••

Travel, anyone? Meetings for
NSA trips to Bermuda and Florida over the Easter vacation
were held. Trips to Cyprus were
considered despite the vehement
protestations of the Greek ambassador toN.S., BillGargiles •• •

Newark State's Opera Guild,
under the direction of Mr. Lawrence Davidson, presented "The
Marriage of Figaro." Ellen Gantly and Richard Reskow starred •••
Meanwhile, Europe was the
scene of numerous demonstrations protesting the presentation
of Rolf Hochhuth's "The Deputy,"
The Townsend Lecture Committee attempted to contact Mr.
Hochhuth for its Lecture Series
but Father Marchand of the Newman Club demanded equal time •••

Sports Program En Iarged

Poets and poetesses we r e
treated to a reading of the poems
of Roberts Fitzgerald. His keynote was a discordant one against
the U.S. press, excluding, of
course, the INDEPENDENT.

...

Love, Sex, Marriage

The College Center Board initiated a seminar on March 2.
"Love, SEX, and Marriage" were
the topics discussed by members
of the Newark State faculty with
assistance from Dr. Helen E.
Carter, gyneco~ogist, and three
clergymen. No one was convinced •••
Big names were on hand for
Newark State's first "Spring
Weekend.''
WENKEED GINDROPS introduced a Jazz Concert featuring the Mitchell Ruff
Trio on Friday night; Saturday
brought the opening of NSC's
olympic-sized pool with a huge
splash party. A semi-formal
dance headed Saturday night's
activities. The weekend concluded with a concert by the Serendipity Singers.Noone drowned • ••

.

MARCH

Murray Brown: Drama Reading

Panamanian students sta g ed
riots against America's right to
display the flag. Fortunately,
however, at Newark State freshman and sophomore exams were
accepted with only overt complants and resigned inevitably•••

-

. • .ca me in like a lion. • •
..A. college assembly was held
on March 12, at which President
Wilkins discussed the function
of the Student Organization. StelNatatorium Opens
la La Salvia and William Shiebler, candidates for the office of
Sigma Beta Tau, led by Tom
President, offered campaign Coyle, copped the annual Greek
speeches. "Two notices in every Sing with a medly of songs fr om
"Guvs and Dolls." • ••
March went out like a lamb:
Spring Vacation began on the
26th .• .

The first meeting of the 196465 student Council was conducted by the new president, William
Winkeed Ginrops

A member of . our psychology
department wrote an article entitled "Healthy Sexual Frustration" which appeared in " Like
Your Psyche." This was a psychological tract which was based
on first-hand observations of
Tau' s car-smashing booth, Dr.
Watson asserted that the sledge
hammer was a symbol of -well, you'd better read the article • ••

FEBRUARY

Martino Leads N. S.A. Safari

Shiebler, and was attended by
the new Council reps •••

Elections were held for officers of the new Humanist Society
on campus, organized by students who believe that the answers to life's problems can be
sought through free inquiry. The
meeting was closed to the press,
but not the INDEPENDENT, •.

Other events -GeneralMacArthur dies . • .Revolt in Brazil••• Pieta left st. Peter's •••
Burton appears in "Hamlet"
(without Liz -- the fool!), • •
The month of April ends after
30 days •••

MAY

The Alumni Association of
Newark State held its annual
homecoming at the school and
was surprised by the unexpected appearance of James P.
Mitchell, Republican candidate
for governor of New Jersey, ••
The NSC cheerleaders competed in the 5th annual InterCollegiate Cheerleading

Men's Dorm Opens

The gayest of Shakespeare's
comedies, "Much Ado About
Nothing" was presented by the
Theater Guild of NSC and was
directed by Mrs. Zella Fry••.
The fourth annual Parents' Day
Program was held and a short
talk was presented by Pres. Eu- ·
gene Wilkins • • •

APRIL

N.S-. experienced something
comparable to the earth shattering events experienced in Alaska
when William N, ("WNS - or
you'll be in a mess") Shiebler
and his running mate, Joe Grillo,
received a tremendous mandate

Suction Cups on
Sale at Bookstore

The Junior Prom was held in
the Main Dining Room and was
decorated according to the theme
of "Realm of Ancient Greece."
Dusty Brooks and Tommy starred
at the event,

....

• •

Newark state showed that it
did not lack athletic prowess
even though we had no representatives at the Winter Olympic competition at Innsbruck.
N.S.C.'s contribution to the Olympics included WRA "Slimnas-

The annual Men's Athletic Association Varsity Award banquet was held. Master of ceremonies was John (The Body)
Masterson. Bill Grier received
the D' Angola award for outstanding participant in sport for the
year. In his inspiring address,
Bill announced that a yo-yo team
for men will be considered, The
WRA countered with a suggestion for a girl's "jacks team" •• .

The 1964 Carnival had the N.J.
Tercentenary as its theme. . •

Jack Ruby was convicted
first degree murder •••
The beginning of the Spring
Semester brought with its promise of warm weather the return
of juniors and seniors from laboratory experiences with new
found
knowledge concerning
methods of fording spring floods
of N.S. creek which was declared officially navigable.

petition and for the second year
in a row, the girls placed 4th •••

Three Class Presidents
After Election Results

Muhammed Ali defeated the favored Sonny Liston for the heavyweight title of the world. On our
own campus, another bout was
under way. An editorial, "Certification Assembly: A Real
Smash," caused the INDEPENDENT to issue a statement defending the newspaper's position
on satire. The statement emphasized a need not to insult, but
to treat satirically, "subjects
which cannot be treated in any
other manner." It ended with
"We are the Greatest,". • •

The registrar's office
nounced that the 1964-65 academic year would see nine class
periods from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
to accommodate 200 additional
students in the huge incoming
frosh class •••

Opera Guild Performs

from NS underclassmen, this
mandate being sufficient to carry
them to ultimate victory in the
pinnacle of politalpower, Stu. Co.
president and vice president, ••

Former president Eisenhower
wound up a political speech recently with a proverb that sounded
" aguely familiar -- he said," Remember, those who teach will
never dare to learn." •••

Juni .ors and Seniors
Out in The Field

Murray Brown visited Newark
State to interpret the poetry of
Edgar Allen Poe. No one interpreted him •• •

1964

President Shiebler at
The "Pinnacle of Power"

The N. J. Teachers for Integrated Quality Education (TIQUE)
met for the first time at NSC.
The basic aim of the organization was stated as developing
"programs of integrated quality education for all children and
youth in N.J.",.,
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The second annual Tug of War
between the brothers and pledges
of Sigma Beta Tau was held in
the gym parking lot. The divider
was a huge pit filled with mud
and water, and one by one the
brothers were overpowered and
dumped into the pit. The brothers were led by Paul Dicorcia,
pledges by Al Record, who was
given artificial respiration at
the scene by John Mur y•••
NSC was host to a group 01
20 visitors from India under
the "Education in Two Cultures"
program, a plan which provides
mutual understanding of the In-

::::::::::;:;:;:;:::::::;:•:·:;:;:•:

War jitters continued as Turkey bombed Cyprus • ••

to inspire the administration to
the cause of one beloved and

Hence, the world situation this
summer was dominated by men
and causes in turmoil, some slated for victory; some for defeat •••
Much the same as the students
in summer school •• •

-

Campus School Opens

The "Johnson Girls" made
page one for their service as
hostesses at the Democratic National Convention. This was before Don Kulick resigned as Managing Editor and Paul Minarchenko was named in his stead •••

SUMMER
It was by no means an uneventful summer. As full time and extension students registered for
summer school late in June, the
cauldron of world politics was
bubbling into afoam which threatened to ''run over" and scald
the earth • • •

State Construction on
1000 Seat Auditorium

The staff of the non-graded school
under Mr. Franck G. Darte consisted of two males and eight females. This reflects the r atio
of males to females at Newark
State •..

In June the controversial and
world reknowned Prime Minister
Nehru of India died, leaving the
Neutralist
Bloc
without a
leader •••

If these mathematics are correct, that makes it 16 times more
probable that a girl could catch
a man (providing, of course, nei-

I.F.s.c. approved the charter
of a new fraternity on campus,
Nu Delta Pi, now the fourth fraternity on campus, ••Where's
the fifth? •••
The admissions office an~
nounces that they will be accepting 850 freshmen next fall which
will bring NSC's enrollment up
to 1,326 over last year's.

Significance of One

Less and Larry Elgart •••Mason
Niblack bemoaned the fact that
no one else was • • •

Paul J, Minarchenko was elected editor-in-chief of the INDEPENDENT. He appointed Don Kulie as managing editor •••

Exchange Professor John Verdegaal addressed the Historial
Society•••

Robert Kennedy, on his way
into power, visited Poland •••

Dems Gather at Seashore

ther of them is married) in the
new campus school than atN.S.C.
Where will all the coeds apply
for jobs in a few years?

August came on hotter -- in
many ways. The United States
committed itself to the first di-

The Townsend Lecture Committee sponsored a debate on
"Should Extremists be granted
the privilege of the College Platform?" Their answer was to
invite R, Buckminster Fuller as
their next speaker •••

An editorial appeared in the
INDEPENDENT deploring the appalling maintenance conditions
after a tree fell on Dr. Robert
F. Allen's car, Shades of Miss.
Dr. Allen? ••.

Peter Froelich was elected
editor-in-chief of the INDEPENDENT • ••

The date and theme for Fall
Weekend were announced. • •

Students Rally for Baskin

r ect action against the Communist Viet Cong, when our Navy
fired upon Red torpedo boats attacking the U,S.S, Maddox, ••

- -

DECEMBER

•

SCATE makes $284 from its
sale of the new pop hit record
"Newark state '62" • • •
Dr. Louis Raths addresses the
student body at an All-College
assembly •••
"And This Is The Woy You ••
DON'T Cut Down A Tree"

Writer of "Year In Review"
finally runs out of ideas and
steam •••

The Frosh went to the polls
and went to the polls, and went
to the polls, to elect Mike Elkas
as their first president • ••

Christmas falls on December
25 this year!! •••

Mr. Stern made one of 123r
speeches on the College Bond
Issue •••

Lunchtime discussions in summer school centered around the
possibility of an "emergency
draft" eliminating the few rem aining men on campus. ••

New Editor Elected

Lyndon Baynes Johnson was
swept into office by handily defeating Barry Goldwater (who
refused to concede)•••

Dr. Raubinger spoke on "The
Significance of One" at convocation. Two thousand three hundred
and seventy-four students attend- ·
ed •••

Merry Christmas. • .Happy
New Year • •• Happy Chanukah •••

Tom Coyle, boy winner, got
married •••

•

The Democratic National Convention at Atlantic City nominated
Johnson and Humphrey to head
the party ticket. ••
The delegates at Atlantic City
were said to have felt that the .
proceedings at the Cow Palace
were a "lot of bull" • • •

My Goal is 7000 Tickets
A Semester

Passaic "river"; hence, cars
are now allowed in the College
Center, with snowtreads !!. • •

The campus school opened with
an enrollment of 265 students.

Nikita Khruschev, on his way
out of power, made a good will
tour of Scandanavia. ••

Successful Junior Prom

Fall Weekend was held with
Ollaf Nekweed abundently in
presence as were Olatunji and

Once again the hazing rules
emphasized that all freshmen
MUST participate and MUST attend Senior Court •••

July saw the dawn of Senator
Barry Goldwater's ill-fated bid
for the Presidency. The "long
hot summer," now under way,
sweltered from the effects of
Harlem riots • ••

Nearly 1000 students demonstrated their feelings, in an orderly march through the halls
and the campus, in an attempt

The Industrial Arts Association announced plans for the
building of a bridge over our

Albert Record was named Religion Coordinator at N.s.c. , •

dian and United States Cultures
through exchange visits. Drs.
Wilkins and Hutchinson visited
India in January of 1963, and
Dr. Dorsey and Mr. Howe will
visit the country during January, 1965 •••

The 1500 lb. boulder placed
beside the NSC Brook as part
of the senior class gift to the
school was pushed into the stream
by pranksters. The men of Sigma
Beta Tau generously used their
"sweat and tea.-s" to replace the
boulder and to relieve the moments of anxiety and anger felt
by the senior class • • •

Buckminster Fuller was the
Townsend Lecture guest •••Everyone was enlightened •••

OCTOBER

Long Hot Summer

New Cheerleoding Squad

The business office announced
the accumulation of $14,000 in
parking ticket fines ••• to be used
for snow removal ••• (this editor
dreamed.)

(Two issues of INDEPENDENT
were published.)
Humanists Use "Hot Air"

sage of the Bond Issue, and so
did about 7000 students and admis trators , ••
Fr aternities and sororities
performed services during their
pledge period • • •the y were hellishly helpful. • •

SEPTEMBER

honored Dr. Marvin Brooks •••
nobody listened. • •

Ground was broken for a 1000
seat auditorium to be built at
NSC under the college's building program financed by the College Bond Issue. The ceremony
preceded the annual honors assembly which was held in the
gymnasium . .. .

Burton's "Hamlet" got a good
review from an INDEPENDENT
critic.

NOVEMBER
N,s.c. was awarded a $64,704
federal grant to train child-care
works in the mental retardation
field .••

I
Fun???????

Mr . Stern celebrated the pas-

Roths Congratulated
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196 5
SUN.

MARCH

MON.

1965

WED.

TUES.
1

FRI.

THURS.

2

3

4

10

11

ASH WEDNESDAY

BB - Drew Univ.
7 P. M . • (H)

Alumni Exec. Bd . •
7 P. M.

7

8

SAT.
5

6

12

13

WRA Sports Nile

9

Children's Theatre
Production

1

fr~~~r~ ~sn Theatre

CCB - J azz Concert
8 P. M.

CCB - Seminar

14

15

Social Co mmittee Mixer

17

16

18

20

19

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

College Birthday Pa rty

Socia l Commi ttee Mixer

CCB - Duo Piano Concert

21

22

23

24

25

Assembly

Soph. Spring Social

26

27

Spring Vacation Beg i ns
At End of Day
CCB - Duo Piano Concert

28

CCB - Du o Piano Concert

29

30

31

T • Drew Univ.
3 P. M. - (H)
STOKES FOREST
Math . & Gen. Elem, Secs.

I

196 5
SUN.

Through
Ap ril 2

APRIL
WED.

TUES.

MON.

1965
SAT.

FRI.

THURS.
1

2

3

9

10

Sto kes F, rest Con't

4

7

6

5

8

Classes Resume
T - Rutgers Nwk.
10:30 A. M : - (H)

Alumni Exec. Bd. 7 P. M.
Elijah Rehearsal (L. T.)

11

CCB - Poetry Reading

13

12

14

15

16

GOO D FRI DAY

PALM SUNDAY

17
PASSOVER

T - M ontclai r State
3 P. M. - (A)

Elijah Rehearsal (L. T.)

18

20

19

T - Nwk. Co l l. of Engr.
2 P. M . .. (H)

CCB - Folk Concert,
Lorn English and
Josh White, Jr.
(Gym ' )

21

Ho l iday

2.2

23

24

EASTER

Carniva l

El ijah Reh earsa l (L. T.)

25

26

Ca rniv al

Alumni Council - 6 P. M .

28

27

29

30

Assembly - Townsend

Lecture Series

2 P. M.
Carn ival

I

Performance

1965

MAY

196 5
SUN.

Elijah

WED.

TUES.

MON.

THURS.

SAT.

FRI.

1
HOMECOMING
All Alumni Welcome
1960
1955
1950
1945
1940

5

4

3

2

6

T - B,oomfield Coll.
3:30 P. M. - (H)

-

5th
10th
15th
20th
25th

Anniv.
A nn iv .
Anniv.
Ann iv.
Anni v.

7

8

14

15

T - New Paltz U niv.
4 P. M. - (H)

~

Alumni Exec. Bd. 7 P. M.

9

12

11

10

13

T - Glassboro Sta te
1:30 P. M. - (A)
Junior Prom

CCB - Band Concert

CCB - Paren ts' Dav

16

17

19

20

21

22

26

27

28

29

18
H onora Convocation

~~
y

30

31

25

.•
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IN THE COMING MONTHS, NEWARK STATE STUDENTS WILL BE AFFORDED THE
OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND (VOLUNTARILY OR BY COERCION) MANY
CULTURAL AND ENTERTAINING AND FRUSTRATING AND THOUGHT PROVOKING AND INSPIRING EVENTS.
THE EDITORS OF THE INDEPENDENT
FEEL l·T IS OUR DUTY TO PRESENT A FORECAST
OF THESE ACTIVITIES----Ra-Ta-Tq-Ta-Ta . . .

~
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EXAMS

CARNIVAL
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ST UDENT
PROMS
TEACHING

GRADUATION
REGISTRATION
DAY

At Ne¥1ark State College

Cartoons by DAVE O'REILLY
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BOOKSTORE

STUDENT PART-TIME
HELP .IN THE
BOOKSTORE

Student-Faculty Co-op
In 1958, a student-faculty ef- istration in providing services
fort was begun in an earnest essential to college life that are
attempt to efficiently operate not provided by the state.
Student membership on the
~ewark state's Bookstore, administrate the control of Snack committee guarantees the outlook
Bar, and successfully publish that student attitudes will be exthe Student Communication In- pressed in the actions and poliformation Directory. This com- cies of this committee.New needs
mittee has been composed of four arising from student body growth
faculty members appointed by the have been inflected by these
president of the college, three members and resulted in the
students, and an ex-officio ad- Student Information Services
Desk in 1964.
ministrator.
Their responsibility is a large
Because of the service nature
one, for as of 1964 the StudentFaculty Co-operative, as it has of the Co-operative, its future
come to be known, has become must be geared to the growth of
an enterprise with assets of over the rest of the college commun$200,000. Since this is a non- ity. The Co-op facilities will be
profit orga{).ization, the student- planned in accord with the needs
Faculty co-op is responsible for of the academic community comdedicating funds for the expansion ing first. The committee has enof facilities, as exemplified by its deavored to work within the limregular contributions to the Col- ited physical capacity allocated
lege Development Fund, The to continue rendering service to
principle function of the co-oper- the students and faculty of Newark
ati ve is to work with the Admin- State College.

RECEIVED $19,999
(one- half of the total payrol I)

(1964 - 1963)

Manager Gerald Anders and Assistant Manager Astrin d a Sinteff

$108,000
1963-64

$188 ,000
1962- 63

SEASON'S GREETINGS

$114 ,000
1961 - 62

FROM THE STAFF AND
STUDENT WORKERS OF THE
BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE
WE 1LOOK FORWARD TO
SERVING YOU IN
~-

THE NEW YEAR

1

.f

'-

third year working in the Bookstore. Dana is a former resident
of Linden.
Roselle Hagen, a senior, is
working in the Bookstore for her
third year. She is a Special Education major. Her interests include the study of Hebrew and
Medieval philosophy, Roselle, or
''Sol" as she is known, is a member of A,C.E,-S.E.A, Her home
town is Passaic.
Joe Hovance is a senior History
major. This is his third year
working in the Bookstore, Joe
is president of the I.F.s.c, He
is interested in collecting historical relics. Joe lives in Linden.
Jennifer Conte has been working in the Bookstore for two
years. A sophomore G,E. major,
she is interested in school and
school activities. Jennifer comes
from Elizabeth.

$112,000

1960- 61

SEPT.

1964
IF YOU THOUGHT

Bookstore Personn el
George Kunka, a senior, has
worked in the Bookstore four
years. A member of the M.A.A.,
he has been active in basketball, soccer, and baseball and
is sports editor of Memorabilia. This is his second year
as treasurer of Sigma Beta Tau.
George is a math major and a
resident of Elizabeth,
Carol Auriemma is a sister of
Phi Eta Sigma. A junior, she is
a Speech Therapy major, Carol
has worked in the Bookstore
three years. She is corresponding secretary for the Council for
Exceptional Children, a member
of A, C,E,-S,E,A,, and her interests include tennis, bridge and
reading.
Dana Sceiler is another sister
of Pi Eta Sigma who works in
the Bookstore, She is a Special
Education major and this is her

Sll2 .000

For Joanne Spurr, since she is
a freshman, this is her first year
in the Bookstore. She was elected
co-chairman for the Frosh social. Joanne is a Special Education major and comes from
Irvington.
Claire Denmon, another freshman, is active in school activities. She belongs to the Opera
Guild, the College Center Board
Programming Committeee, and
Traditions and Procedures.
Claire lives in Elizabeth and her
interests include drama, s wimming, and tennis.
Gene Barrett, a junior, has
been working in the Bookstore
for three years, He is a G,E.
major and has played on the basketball te am. Gene comes from
Elizabeth and is a brother of
Sigma Beta Tau,

THE LI NES IN THE
BOOKSTORE WERE
LON GER THI S YEA R,
YOU WERE RIGHT!!

Th e month of September 1964
equalled the total year of
196 1-62 in sales -

$112,000 .00
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Hope

St:.i. Org. Assembly
(Continued from Page 1)
CENTER FOR THE
PERFORMING ARTS

A desire for a center for the
performing arts at Newark State
was expressed by Dr. Raths.
He stated that this would provide a union between the civic
and college community.
Dr. Raths said he hoped for
a student union, more men's
dormitories, added faculty-student projects,
and greater
emphasis on team sports. The
speaker stated his ideas for
stricter admission requirements
more independent study, and program with no grades.
The audience expressed their
agreement with Dr. Raths' ideas
at various times during his lecture with applause.
WILLIAM SHIEBLER
STU . ORG . PRESIDENT

Prior to the speech of Dr.
Raths,
the
audience
was
addressed by William Shiebler,
Student Organization president.
"Our greatest need is people," said Mr. Shiebler, as he
briefly outlined the achievements, plans, and roles of the
students and their government.
Mr. Shiebler began by reporting the progress made by Student Council, and some of the
changes which have been effected.
Mr. Shiebler mentioned the organization of the Finance Committee and its work; that improvement is being sought in
our foreign student program; the
organization of a parking committee which is striving to provide students with a new system
for parking, fines, and appeals;
the need for a broader human
relations and leadership training program.
It was here that Mr. Shiebler
introduced his "plea for people."
He cited the efforts of the students in the s.c.A. T .E. tutorial
program, under the direction of
Joe Chrobak. The organization
of Students for Higher Education, lead by Al Record, was
also lauded by Mr. Shiebler.
As expressed by Mr. Shiebler, "Newark State College •••
is a rapidly growing college community•.•It is the right and responsibility of every student to
3.i.d this growth." He declared
that responsible student criticism is essential and that at no
time "should we allow stagnation
to choke that which awaits us in
the future."
Musical entertainment was
provided at the assembly by the
Newark State Orchestra, under
the direction of Mr. Volpe. The
Hi-Lows, under the direction of
Mr. Jack Platt, sang two selections.

"Pat.ience" Presented
(Continued from Page 2)
jor at the Julliard School of
Music. As a success in his first
performance, we hope to see
much more of his stage mastery.
Mr. George Kelley, who is now
a graduate student at Newark
state, has appeared in two previous Guild performances: "The
Magic Flute" and "Marriage of
Figaro."
Miss Peterson is not an unfamiliar artist to the theatergoers of Newark State. She recently appeared in "Carousel"
as Carrie. Moreover, in the
"Marriage of Figaro" Marcia
played the part of Barbarina.
"Patience" was not only a
success on its own merit, but
was complemented more than
adequately by the superb sets
and lighting provided by the Fine
Arts Department. Mr. Carl Burger, the Guild's scenic advisor,
who had spent weeks in preparation, helped bring out the imagination and colorful creativity of
his corps as their product graced
the stage with professional atmosphere. The sets were designed by Arthur Stadlin; the
lighting was directed by Joan
Massa, and her assistant Beverly
Harris. John Wilkes, Joanne
Leone, Gerry Moller and Ray
Everett were on the construction
and arrangement staff.
Music was provided by Bertha
Melnick and Jamesetta Holliman as they combined to accompany
the v o c a Ii st s
with
appropriate skill. Robert Weber,
Bill Grier, and Ellen Lavine also
added their musical talents.

Newark State Hosts
(Continued from Page 1)
institutions in the state. Al Record is in charge of the research
on public institutions.
students of N.s.c. who are
working on this project under
the direction of Al Record are
Nancy Bottita, Walter Boright,
Carol Brooks, Charley Burke,
Joe Chrobak, John Firman, Jim
Fulcomer, Grace Glynn, Joe
Hasuly, Fred Marks, Tony Martino, Juanita Megaro, Rosemary
Prestigiacomo, Roseann Quinn,
Mary Roche, Bill Stanley, Janice
Thomas, and Don Kulick.
A compilation of the information will be made by Al Record, Barry Metzger, and Karl
Seib, Regional Chairman of New
Jersey, NSA, over the Christmas holiday. According to Mr.
Metzger, the report will consist of an "assessment of the
situation in colleges and the
course of action."
REPORT TO BE PRESENTED
It was explained that this re-

port would bepresentedtoP .T.A.
groups, League of Women Voters,
and Assn. for Tax Reform. It
will also be given to the administrations of colleges and an assessment of their reactions will
be made. Following this assessment, the report will be given
to the Governor, the State Commissioner of Education, public
officials, and the gubernatorial
nominees.
According to Mr. Metzger, an
attempt will be made to make this
report a primary issue in the gubernatorial prim!'ry election and
the gubernatorial election of
1965.
Quoting from the Strayer Report, 1962, Barry Metzger said
that statistics indicate that if
education progresses at its present rate, in ten years the system will be operating on a "1/ 4
capacity of minimum excellence."
Educational Travel Incorporated
Tony Martino, President of the
Senior Class, reported on Educational
Travel
Incorporated.
Opening the next order of business at the meeting, Mr. Martino explained that the purpose
of E. T.I. is to make travel more
accessible to the college student,
Mr. Martino asserted that college
students do not take advantage
of the opportunities available to
them in the areas of travel.
Mr, Martino mentioned that
one progra m connected with
E.T.I. is a 10% discount N.s. A.
card, priced at $1 for member
schools.
LEADERSHW CONFERENCE

' The last issue of discussion
was the United States National
student Association, N. J, Region, Leadership Conference at
Seton Hall, Sunday, Dec. 13.
Senator Harrison A. Williams
(D.-N.J.) was the keynote speaker at the conference. Several
Newark State students participated in the conference and attended one of the leadership
workshops.
Greg Gallo, (U.S. Youth Council) was the main speaker at
the workshop for student Government Officers. Thomas De
Vries (Gen. Sec. of United States
student Press Association) was
speaker at the Newspapers Editors Workshop. Two other workshops included one for N.S.A,
Coordinators with Mary Mecham
(Student Government Information
Service desk, u.s.N.S,A.), and
one for Class and Club Officers.

Review and Expose

At night in the forest when all
was black,
by Greg Mack e y
I wandered about, tracing my
track;
As in the past, it is the policy of this writer to inform the st~de~t
All hope had gone, all courage had
body of upcoming events, whenever possible. Therefore, it is
fledAll sounds about me filled me with this writer's privilege, nay responsibility, to inform the up and
coming juniors and seniors of the upcoming Junior and Senior exams,
dread.
The forest was teaming with December 14 to 18.
According to Webster's NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY, the
strange beasts and prey
I looked up to God to show me the word examination is derived from the early Latin examinatus (past
participle of examinare) and later Latin, examinato -- "the state or
way,
But all I received was terror and act of being examined. • .searched, tested, questioned ••• " This
derivation is correct, as far as it goes. Actually, the formation of
gloom,
This was surely the night of my the word "examination" came about this way:
In 21 B.C. there were two Romans teaching at Rome U. Prof.
doom
All of a sudden the blackness up- Pompeii and Prof. Tibirius, who also were partners in a drugstore
near the campus. These two immortals had a problem, though. They
lifted;
For through the trees the sun had had agreed to purchase a new substance from a grad chemistry
student named Brutus, "for the relief of pain -- fast," he said.
sifted.
I cried out in joy to thank the Howev:r the market for such a miracle pill wasn't there. Being
brilliant' Prof. Pompeii reasoned thus: "I will create pain!!"
dear Lord;
For with His light my hopes had "Eurek~," cried Tiberius, "we shall call it a headache and peddle
our pills to relieve their misery." Our two heroes spent the re~t
soared.
of the night rubbing their hands together and chucklmg over their
The forest was friendly, my spirit good fortune. From this "dawning on civilization" has come three
new words:
was gay,
EXAMINATION - an experience producing a headache or other
There was no darkness to hinder
pain. see Prof. Pompeii for quick relief.
my way.
St eph en Pil ar
MOONLIGHTING - an attempt to sell aspirins outside of class
by a teacher.
.
M. B. 203
ASPIRlN - a pain reliever invented by a g:rad chem student m 21
B.C. Later use<! in the promotion of examinations.
(Note - these definitions later changed by Webster after an
Pr.inc.ipal Darte
unprovable kickback by the A.M.A. in 1798.)
(Continued from Page 1)
History records that Profs. Pompeii and Tiberius were expelled
activities rooms, and confer- from the faculty of R.U. but not before they established examinations
as a college tradition in 19 B.C. They went back to the drugstore
ence rooms.
Some innovations being util- and died -- the first millionaires in history - in 13 A.D.
In conjunction with his shocking exposure concerning Profs.
ized in the Campus School include multi-age groupings, non- Pompeii and Tiberius the writer would also like to present heretograded organization, cooperative fore unpublished page; from Dr. Spock's new book entitled "Young
teaching, and instrumental music Collegiates -- Their Cases and Disease.'' These excerpts were
obtained, at great expense, from Dr. Spock's wastepaper basket by
for young children.
this reporter posing as his janitor,
.
Trench mouth -- a rotting of the mouth by fungus. Note: by eatmg
cheese (limburger, cottage, Roquefort) for a period of two weeks
before an examination or draft call with a pinch of garlic and a lack
of brushing, a student may obtain the same results without suffering
the lasting effects. (pp. 231, col, A)
by Barbara Einhorn
Polio Meningitis -- a constriction of the body's parts causing
loss of motor skills. For College Nurses ONLY. This disease may
Tanya J en kin s
be imitated by binding a joint at apressure point or a major arterial
location; for example, by placing a wallet under the armpit or beWhat have you gained aesthe- hind the knee joint. (pp. 607 line 239)
tically, socially, and academicHeart Disease or a Heart Attack (Cardiac or Pulmonary Arrest)
ally as part of the student body may be suggested by use of a strong lye soap under the left arm 20
at Newark State College? This to 30 minutes before examination by a physician. (pp. 207-210, lines
question asked by students at 115-331)
NSC last week by Barbara E inCreeping Crudd -- a moving growth on the respiratory tract
horn and Tanya Jenkins, re- similar to tuberculosis. X-rays are helpful to locate and track the
ceived many interesting and di- migration of the spots. Speeds up to 3 feet per 24-hour period have
versified answers.
been recorded by fast tracts. Physicians take notice: college students have found that 2 to 4 drops of iodine in a cigarette create
Many of the freshmen felt that the same blotches on the lungs for a 2 to 3 week duration with no
Newark State was a radical after effects to the user. No method is known to identify the real
change from high school. One creeping crude from the collegiate syndrome.
freshman girl stated that she
NOTE: The writer has no desire to implant any other idea
thought "the classes were too
concerning these diseases other than one of public service in
large." Two freshmen transfer
the prevention and diagnosis of them. No responsibility for the
students felt that not enough efmisuse of them is taken, nor is the misuse of the information
fort was being made to make
condoned.
them feel at home and that most
of the college freshmen" massed
themselves into cliques."

Students
Polled

The sophomores, in general,
felt that they had made the transition from freshman yeartotheir
present status quite well. One
boy stated, "I did survive, much
to my surprise."
The juniors and seniors on the
whole, felt that their college
experience wasn't all that they
had dreamed it would be in their
high school and early college
years .
A junior English major felt
that the college advocated liberalism and yet did not practice
it.
STOP - where is your parking sticker???

A senior boy agreed with the
junior, and further asserted that
the dress code, particularly the
provision that does not allow girls
to wear slacks, even in bitter cold
weather, was ridiculous.
A senior girl commented and
said she thought she was attending an intellectual institution and
not "a fashion house."
Many students, on all levels,
felt that some professors did not
make a sincere effort to get to
know their students and that some
of their policies were geared to
children.
On the whole, most students
felt that Newark state College
provides an intellectual atmosphere and that if the problems
of teacher-student relationships,
and the dress code, could be
improved, Newark State would
most certainly come up to their
greatest expectations

~£ck {l[qr ~alls
This year facilities at Newark
State, including Townsend Hall,
the Main Dining Room, the Snack
Bar, the Hex Room, and the Nancy
Thompson
Librar y,
were
decorated for the Christmas Season by campus organizations
during the week of December 9.
A judging committee was set
up for the first time this year
by the Social Committee, which
coordinated the Christ mas
decorating.
This committee consists of
four faculty member and two
members from the Social Committee Executive Board. They
will judge the five areas which
have been decorated, and they
will judge on the basis of originality, creativity and applicability
of theme. The results will be
announced Friday, December 18,
at the Christmas party.

ttoliday
G t·

ree 1ngs

• • .from the Food Service Director, Mr. Fred Morrison, and
all his fellow associates in the
Dining Service, to each and every
one in Newark State College.

***

• • .College Center Board and
its program and publicity committees wish to extend to the
faculty, staff, students and their
families of NSC the happiest of
season's greetings and warmest
wishes for a new year filled with
joy and accomplishment.
- - Mason L. Niblack

***
• • • Tiny Tims, from Informational Services.
- - Mr. James Day
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Chi Nips Pi
Drenched with water and sinking in icy mud, the pledges of Sigma
Theta Chi slid over Nu Delta Pi by a 7-6 score. This December 6
game was Pi's second loss in two outings, with one game left to
play. It was the only game for Chi pledges, although they have
played against their brothers.
Pi scored early in the first
quarter when QB John Pear
passed off to John Ulishny, who
On November 29 the pledges
ran a total of eighty yards up
the left side, behind good block- of Sigma Beta Tau, brothers of
Nu Delta Pi met in Greek footing, for the Pi touchtown.
Nu Delta Pi's attempt for the ball. It was the first game played
extra point was unsuccessful. by the newly formed fraternity
Pi, the new fraternity, main- of Pi and although they were
tained its 6-0 lead at halftime. beaten, 40-0, they displayed fine
Late in the last quarter, sigma spirit.
The game was completely domTheta Chi tied the score as Chi
quarterback Dave Graves passed inated by the pledges of Tau.
to flanker back Darryl Diggs, who After the opening set of downs,
had ,feinted about five yards up the Tau took the punt from Pi's
left side. Diggs rolled awayfrom two yard line and quickly marched
his sole defender, JohnSullikow- for a touchdown.
The passing of Ed Coyle to
ski, and proceeded to receive the
pass and run fifteen yards for the Dennis Chinchar, whose brother
Dave is a fine end on the brother
touchdown.
Chi was again successful, as Tau team, highlighted the first
they utilized the same play for Tau touchdown drive and, intheir extra point. The score was deed, this combination dominated
then Chi 7, Pi 6, with a minute the game. Their success was
to go.
facilitated to no small degree by
Two factors were primarily the good protection Coyle reresponsible for the low 7-6 ceived from the big boys up
score. The first was the thick front. Coyle culminated the first
mud which totally enveloped the drive by taking the pigskin over
gridiron; the second was the very on a short roll-out, the first of
good defense displayed by both four scores for Ed, one coming
fraternities.
on a thrilling forty yard run.
The score stood at 13-0 at
the half. In the middle of the
third quarter the Tau pledges
exploded offensively and ran up
four more touchdowns before the
gun sounded, bringing the score
to 40-zip. Connie Reidek and Big
John McVey each pinched pay
dirt.
Fred Bobel and Joe Grillo were
defensive standouts for a generally outstanding Tau line.

Tau Crushes

Pi

N.S.C. Attempts Inter-Co. Football
Newark State played its first
inter-collegiate football game
last Saturday and was defeated
by Sam Houston Institute of Technology, 21-20.

General Brier, having been
felled by an irate fan with a
feather taped on the end of a
bowling ball, the second team
kicker I. Dug Villims flopped
graciously onto the field with the
tee (in his mouth).

Shortly before 1:30, the Squire
marching band entered the scene
and paraded from the north end
The Squires (it seems to me
of the field toward the club house. that there ought to be a name
The band played a number of change) lost the toss of the coin
Sousa marches and included the and the Squatters elected to reSquire fight song. The band then ceive. The kick-off team took
formed two open columns through their places with their finest
which the Squire squad scamp- booter, General Brier, exercisered onto the field amid the ing his toe as he went. The kick
cheers of the 9,324partisanfans. went five yards into the end zone
The team was led by their triple and the deep Squatter man elected
threat capatain, Tom A. Selli, to run the ball out. This was his
Entering at almost the same first and iast mistake of the game.
time was the big bruising S.H.I. T. He ran to his right and waited
Squatter squad, comparatively for his blockers to form. He ran
to his left and waited for his
unnoticed.
blockers to form. As he ran to
The teams finished their the middle, a fleet-footed Squire
warm-ups in a hurry, not wish- lineman, Rave O'Smiley, caught
ing to waste too much time. They him in the thigh with his shoulder
were pretty evenly matched in and brought him down with a
size but Sam Houston's lads had thud. The fans went wild.
the advantage of over-all experNeither team was able to formience.
ulate any type of offensive threat
until the final minutes of the first
The second half began with the half, when the Squatter halfback
fleet-footed Boyle brothers wait- scooted 30 yards through a maze
ing to receive the kick-off. The of State defenders for a 'I'D. Th~
Sam Houston team did not get a try for the extra point was succhance to see how fleet-footed cessful and Sam Houston led 7-0
these boys were because one of at the half.
the two (the one with the ball)
was tackled on the five yard line
During half time the Squire
after advancing two feet. The
Twirlers, captained byBetsyDaSquires called one running play vis, showed their form. The conwith Bill Garbuilio carrying, and sen.sus during the intermission
lost two yards. The next play
was that State was playing way
saw State quick kick to midover their head and that the
field.
second half would prove disastrous to the home squad.
The Squatters promptly moved
Referee "Doc" Harrington had
the ball on the ground down field
until their fullback ran over from a brief conference with both the
the two. The extra point was good Squires and Squatter players and
and the score was 14-0 with only reminded them of the sportsmanfour minutes gone in the second like conduct that he expected.
half. The outlook was bleak for
the home team .
On the kickoff Houston's deep
man, Harold Thorsbee, was anThe Squires took over on their nihilated by the bone crushing
own twenty after · a touchback tackle of J. J. Jay and Trixie
and showed that they still had Marone. There was a great desome fight left. Behind the pin- bate as to the legality of the
point passing of Tom A. Selli tactics and Sam Houston head
and the receiving of Dave G. coach Phil Erup was ejected
Raves, the Squires (there's that from the Green Lane stadium.
name again) were able to move The fumble that resulted was
downfield. The ball was lugged pounced on by Kitty "Kat" Kalt
the final seven yards for a TD and gave the Squires the ball
on the six and one-sixth yard
by R. U. Bent,

Sport's Desk
B y Bill Gargile s

Editor Reviews Year
The year 1964 has brought new outlooks on sports on campus. Soon after the New Year arrived, Fred
Bull, captain of the basketball team, became one of the few players in Newark State's history to reach
1,000 points. The game was stopped and Fred was presented the game ball.
The team itself showed signs of becoming a powerhouse. Our last game of the year showed not one
senior in the starting lineup. Great expectations were forecast for the following year but the loss of
many lettermen due to dismissal and scholastic
ineligibility dimished much of our hope.
WRESTLING TEAM

The men on campus thought it a good idea to
form a wrestling team, and so wrestling was
introduced on a junior varsity level. Although the
sport did not catch on as was hoped, we were still
able to field a team.
The members of the wrestling team and Newark
State students in general were given the opportunity
this past year to observe and admire courage and
noble ambition in action through the inspiring ef•
forts and achievements of Bob Kolikowski. Bob was
a dedicated member of the Newark State wrestling
team for one year and was noted during this time
for his triumphs in the sport. What augmented
Bob's triumph was his limiting handicap; he had a
leg amputated before entering Newark State. This
handicap, which perhaps would have proven completely detrimental to many individuals, caused Bob
to establish even higher goals in the athletic field
and achieve success there, His death during the
summer shocked and saddened us all.

JOHN BERARDO

GEORGE PERSON

Soccer

Soccer

BOWLING

The bowling team anchored by Mike Porcello
and Dave O'Reilly did not live up to promise. The
team finished in last place in the conference.
BASEBALL

The spring season saw the baseball team in
action. The baseball team began the season with
no place to go but up. Our team suffered through
twenty-two straight losses, and the new baseball
coach predicted a better season. The prediction
proved correct; we won one game. The team was
loaded with returning lettermen and promising
freshmen. As the season progressed, it became
obvious the returning lettermen should never have
returned, and the promising freshmen broke their
promise. The school contains some very fine ball
players, but it seems no one wanted to play baseball. We could go out on a limb and predict a better
season this year, but winning two games a s eason
is like the Mets winning the pennant.

LARRY PLOTKIN
Wrest I ing

WALTER ZIMNY
Wrestling

SOCCE R

Soccer, '64 style, was exciting but only one win
was recorded. The team lacked the skills but had
plenty of guts. The sport is beginning to catch on
both in terms of player and spectator interest.
One bright spot on the horizon is the fact that the
team finished with only one senior on the squad,
thus providing an opportunity for returning members to gain much needed and valuable experience.
GOLF

Another spring sport which is beginning to
progress is golf. Paul Minarchenko and Kevin Tucker, the Arnold Palmers of Newark State College,
each shot in the 80's, and if the team can find a
couple more good golfers we might win a match.

DAVE O'REILLY

BILL GARGILES

Bowling
Bosketboll

Soccer
Pres, of M.A.A.

INTRAMURALS

The intramural program for '65 went along
according to schedule. The class of '65 won the
football championship after coming in second for a
number of years; a team representing the sophomore class won the basketball championship, helped
by the officials. The softball team of the sophomore
class won that league after finishing second the
year before.
The sports editorship of the INDEPENDENT
changed hands. Arnold Silverman, a gifted sports
writer, resigned and passed the job on to Steve
Wilsak and myself. We both now know why.
John Mc Vey, Mike Connelly, Dave Chinchar- Basketball
What to expect in 65?

line with six and six-sixth seconds remaining in the squallied
Squire and Squatter squash
match.
The Squire team promptly
scored again on a nifty run by
Dave Rowacre. The extra point
was good and the score was
tied. The fourth quarter began
with a Sam Houston quarterback
running 70 yards on a triple reverse for a TD. The extra point
was good: score, 21-14. The rest
of the quarter was played at
mid-field with the ball changing
hands numerous times.
At the close of the game, with
only two minutes and six seconds
remaining, State launched an attack and with fine blocking from
Fred Lobe and Dave Chin the
state backs smashed the Sam
Houston line for good yardage.
With two seconds remaining on
the clock, Steve Freidwomen
scampered for a TD. state tried
for a two-point conversion but
the option pass from Al A. Mode
to John M. Urey went astray.
The clock hat! run out and the
Squire-Squatter grid game concluded,

WRA GAl-ery
Ba sk e tball, a Popular Sport
Basketball is perhaps one of
the most popular sports for women. The game gives the individual
a chance to have a great deal
of fun while improving her coordination, For women interested in losing weight, the lively
game of basketball can be a great
opportunity for exercise.
Basketball also gives women
a chance to understand teamwork. Without the full cooperation and attention of every person on the team, a good game
cannot be played. The ability to

cooperate with other members of
the faculty and administration·
will aid the student in a.successful teaching career.
One of the special events Newark State's W,R.A. has scheduled
is a Basketball Playday at the
D' Angola Gym on February 11,
1965. The other colleges attending will be Trenton state, Paterson State, and Upsala.
Basketball will be held every
Monday and Tuesday from 4:00
to 5:00. All women who have
an interest are invited,

